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SECFtET 
GOVERm"mNT STRATEGY: PAPER NUMBER 3 

. INTRODUCTION 

18 December 1980 
Policy Un it ,7 

,~. 

This paper reviews progress with the Government's central 

~ strategy, noting the main lessons learned to date. 

In suw~ary, the Government has barely started to address the 

strategic problems facing it. Its performance may appear better 

than its predecessors, in terms of realism and determination. 

But against the task*it was elected to perform, its performance 

is inadequate. It will therefore begin to look no different 

from its predecessors; and will thus be judged on traditional 

criteria (prices and living standards) unless its perceived 

competence improves and its strategy is understood. 

1.3 This is difficult, because' the Government does not yet have a 

coherent and adequate strategy, nor has it organised itself to 

implement a strategy if it had one. 

1.4 This is the point at which Ministers and Governments under great 

pressure can lose touch with reality, eventually hearing only 

favourable reports and discounting the rest. On Weinstock's 

dictum, "Lack of frankness is the great management offence"; 

this paper tries to prevent that happening. If our thinking 

tUDns out to be over-pessimistic, then nothing is lost. 

Certainly, pessimism (ie too much realism) has never been 

Britain's problem in the past. 

1.5 The structure of the paper is as follows: 

SECTION 2 

SECTION 3 

SECTION 4 

SECTION 5 

SECTION 6 

HOW ARE WE DOING? 

WHY DO GOVERNME~'"TS FAIL? 

THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND 
THE PROBLEM 

BREAKING OUT 

CONCLUSION 

* NB. We are talking about economic strategy, not about defence 
or foreign affair~. 
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2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1. 2 

2.1. 3 

2.1.4 

2.1. 5 

HOW ARE WE DOING? 

We are still shooting behind an accelerating target 

, 

Our failure has been under-kill, not (as our critics suggest) 

~ over-kill. This all stems from the massive underestimate of 

. the size of the problem, which has persisted from 1978 in 

Opposition, right through into Office. The main result has 

been the lopsided Keynesian squeeze on the private sector. 

Present problems - money supply, public spending, PSBR, 

MLR -: ar~all pa.rt of our failure to stabilise. This stems 

in turn from a failure to organise for the key tasks. The 

muddle over firemen's pay stems from our reluctance to set up 

a task force after E on 23 July, to ensure we did as well as 

possible on public service pay settlements. 

Despite a year's warning, colleagues never reached the point of 

understanding the difference between Transition (deceleration 

of money GDP) and real cuts as per PEWP. The result was a 

token de-indexation, giving maxiQum political odium and 

minimum PSBR impact. The simple insights about Transition and 

Stable State and thus the meaning of de-indexation could all 

have been reached by coffee break on the first morning of any 

sensibly run teach-in. 

The decline in inflation, the apparent change of attitudes and 

the level of exports are all deceptive; symptoms of recession, 

private sector squeeze and a high pound. Private sector 

management probably has recovered some confidence for good. 

Workforce attitudes in smaller and non-unionised companies may 

well have changed profoundly. Union behaviour in large private 

sector firms has changed, but probably not the underlying 

attitudes . . There is less sign of change in the public sector. 

The old wage pressures are likely to emerge when the upturn 

comes. Indeed, a trade union leader recently promised Jim 

Prior that they "would get their own back" when the recession 

was over. 

In short, we have been brutal to our friends - employers, small 

businesses, the private sector; and gentle with the~ real problems -

::;~e unions, national~~~t.t~S, lame ducks, public services 
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2.2.1. 

2.2.2 
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HOW ARE WE DOING? con t. ) 

North Sea oil is t he Joke r 

North Sea oil is the principal mitigating factor . The increase 

in oi~ prices has led to unprecedented recession and rapid 

appreciation of the pound, putting adjustment strains on the 

private sector which are not yet widely understood. 
. . 

The view seems to be growing that oil prices and the pound will 

stay high and that many sound companies which could adjust given 

the time, will be destroyed before they can do so. 

2 . 3 The "crisis of belief" is here 

2.3.1 

2.3 . 2 

2.4 

2.4.1 

The "crisis of belief", predicted in our paper of 19 June on 

the Pay Round Debate, has now started. There are growing 

doubts among our most loy~+ ~upporters about both the resolut i on 

and the competence of this Government. There is a growing 

concern that it is a Government of strong words but inadequate 

action. 

Loss of confidence and morale is infectious, both inside and 

outside Government. People stop trying - and this will include 

Ministers, civil servants, back-benchers - if they sense that 

the Government has lost its sense of direction . There is a 

danger that we move into the "recrimination phase", familiar 

in business, where everyone starts to blame everyone else. 

Muddle leads to demoralisation and poor performance; leading 

in turn to further muddle . 

We can still get back on track 

We have about six months in which to get back on track. This 

does not mean getting back onto the MTFS in number terms, but 

rather in terms of regaining control of events, ending 

dissension in Cabinet, and thus convincing the public that we 

know what we're doing and where we ' re going. Leave it much 

later, and we are getting close to the next Election . Key 

landmarks will be the Budget, PE\~, trade union reform, BSC 

decisions . As we said in our first Strategy Paper of 

12 June 1979, "If we fail to achieve Stabilisation, as our 
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2.4.2 

3. 

3.1 

3.1.1 

3.1.2 

3.1. 3 

first objective, we can forget the rest. We will simply be 

on the run till we're chucked out". Despite Labour's disarray, 

there are many Tory supporters who are beginning to think that 

we may be on the run, defeated, like previous Governments, by 

~ problems which are just too big for us. 

We believe it is quite possible to reverse this situation 

provided we set about it in the right way. But it will not 

happen by luck; or by maki~g speeches; or by writing papers; 

or by conventional Cabinet and committee meetings. Nor will 

determination be enough. The main reason why Governments 

fail is that they never ask themselves the question "Why do 

Governments fail?" Understanding the answer to this question .<1, 

is the first step to success. 

WHY DO GOVERNMENTS FAIL? 

"The Art of the Possjble" is not enough 

Previous :Governments have "failed because they practise the 

politicians' conventional wisdom - the art of the possible. 

If the only thing that appears to be "politically possible" 

is failure, they fail. Britain's post-war decline has been 

caused - or certainly accelerated - by politicians who have 

never understood what is economically necessary, only what 

appears to be "possible". 

All problem-solving must be tackled within constraints. Some 

of those constraints are recognised, some are simply taken 

for granted without question. Big problems are only solved 

when someone has the imagination and the nerve to break enough 

of those constraints. Few people seem to uriderstand this. 

Strategy is about breaking constraints. Tactics is about 

operating within thefu. Without ·a strategy for breaking 

constraints, Government finds itself constantly boxed in by 

constraints which it lacked the ~oresight to break, so that 

it simply cannot do what it knows must be done. We are boxed 

in today because we have been playing noughts and crosses in 

a game which demands Grand Master chess, for which the opening 

SECRET 
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3.2 

3.2.1 

3.2.2 

:lJ:~ ~ <- t:~; II 
WHY DO GOVERNMENTS FAIL? con t . ) 

moves should have been designed in about 1978 during Policy I Search (which was unfortunately a waste of time because the 

~ cent:al problem, pay determination, was being handled by 

another group) . 

We had already boxed ourselves in before the General El ection 

This Government started with three central tasks: the control 

of public spending, the reduction of the PSBR and the 

deceleration of monetary growth . By the time we took office, 

we had a l ready accepted four constraints which stopped us 

achievin g those tasks . We were committed to Clegg and 

comparabil ity ; we h ad p r omi sed tax cuts; and we were pledged 

to maintain full indexing of social security. In addition, 

there was a time delay before any new trade union legislation 

could be effective. We were thus in a "policy box" before 

we began: 

(1) 

TAX CUTS 

(/) 
:>t 0 
~ (') 
H H 

Q ....:l :t> H 
Z H t'"' Z 
<:t: ~ THE t1 ",..." 

",..." <:t: Cll tr1 w 
N 0 0:: 

"POLICY BOX" 
tr1 >:: '-" 

'-" 0 <:t: (') tr:1 
~ ~ C t1 
....:l ~ 
U 0 H 

U ~ 
...:: 

TRADE UNION: : 
LAW 
(4) 

FIGURE 1 

We created this box because it "wasn't politically possible" 

to do an~thing else. We did noi~ during 1978-9, have the 

type of strategic discussion which might have led us to a 

S""Cf,'-,'''' PT ~ ,,:' ~ .... J: ,. " · , ...... 
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(3. WHY DO GOVERNMENTS FAIL?,cont.) 

3.2.3 

~ 

different conclusion; although, in our paper of 8 November 

1978, we did present the likely outcome of different 

combinations of trade union law and bargaining systems, the 

aim being to work towards the bottom right-hand box in which 

a tighter legal framework, together with monetary and fiscal 

discipline and greater involvement of employees in the 

wealth-creating process would start a fundamental change of 

direction! 

--

~r Union status Quo::: ~Balanced Bargaining 
POLICY POltler = 

PAY ' I1ilitants Charter' 'l~odera tes Charter' 
POLICY " 

r -
!ronetary and fiscal 

~9nomic Greater stability but DisciDline + 
Tradition~l Collective disintegration unchanged economic 

, attitudes Bargaining ! 

\. -A. 

1;!one tary and fiscal · Union Activists · Stability · + 
Discipline + · ureck ORB. · incentives = Ouput-Rebted Bar gain- · Therefore •••••.••• : Nei-T Atti.tude~ ing (ORB) 

'-.. • . -0{ 

FIGURE 2 

Given .these constraints, something had to give. Since it 

was not the constraints, it had to be the strategy. It was 

because we could see no solution inside the box that we 

suggested that a freeze - whether partially-indexed or total, 

whether in the whole economy or in the public services only -

should be at least considered (our paper of 12 June 1979) as 

one possible way (discussion might have thrown up others) of 

breaking constraints (2) and (3), and thus reducing inflation 

with less damage to the economy. 
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3.3 

3.3.1 

3.3.2 

3.3.3 
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WHY DO GOVERNMENTS FAIL? cont.) 

A proper strategy is still not enough 

Even if we had developed on paper a strategy which broke 

enough constraints to make our job possible, it is unlikely 

~ , that we would have been (or will in future be) able to 

implement it . 

This is because the machinery of Government is not suited to 

achieving change. It is not naturally innovative nor, in 

organisational terms, is it "task-orientated". There seems _ 

to be :no systematic process for learning from past mistakes 

(we saw this as the machine started to tackle the IT project 

in a conventional way, which was doomed to fail). It lacks 

the skills, structure - and also the confidence bred by 

successful achievement. It is imbued with a deep conviction 

that nothing will really ' change and that the problems are not 

really soluble. In our view, this is as much the fault of 

politicians in past Governments as it is the fault of the 

Civil Service. The media are also part of this problem. 

One thing is certain. There is no possibility of real change 

in society and in public attitudes - and thus in either 

economic performance or social behaviour - when the citizen's 

comment on Whitehall and Westminster is "Plus ca change . .. 
We comment further on this problem in Section 5.2 below. 

" 

4. THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM 

4.1 There are three inter-related problems: 

(1) A short-term Stabilisation problem summed up in the 

words "You can't get there from here": needing turn

around measures. 

(2) A North Sea oil/exchange rate problem - forcing on the 

economy a much faster adjustment than anyone had 

expected or than some fundamentally viable parts of the 

private sector may be able to stand; perhaps needing ~ 

greater fiscal switch. 

SECRET 
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THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, cont.) 

(3) A long-term problem of secular decline - the multi

causal historical/cultural dedine of the UK economy, 

aggravated by a failure of elementary housekeeping by 
., 

post-war Governments; needing comprehensive array of 

"Accelerators" and radical reforms. 

Before the Election, we recognised - thougb rather super

ficially- Problems (1) and (3). Problem (2) is a more .. 
recent arrival which makes the first Problem, Stabilisation, 

much more diff i cult. ' 

-

1 

4.2 What does Stabilisation really mean? 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

4.2.3 

In our first paper, "Government Strategy" of 12 June 1979, 

we suggested that Stabilisation was the main " task for the 

first five years. Unless ' that was achieved, lasting economic 

recovery would be impossible" like trying to pitch a 

tent in the middle of a landslide". 

We argued that Stabilisation was a massively complex job, 

requiring the achievement 'of three inter-related objectives: 

ending inflation, by monetary policy; rational pay bargaining, 

by trade union reform and employee involvement; control of 

Government spending. We suggested that these were the three 

necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for stability and 

that they would take a full five years to achieve; and that 

our communications would therefore have to change, at the 

electoral margin" the criteria by which our performance was 

evaluated by the voters. We represented them as a simple 

diagram (see Figure 3 overleaf). 

Stabilisation is crucial but difficult for a simple reason; 

The institutional structure of the economy makes it inherently 

unstable. This in turn has made the task of successive 

Governments impossible. Each Government has arrived pledged 

to rebuild the economic structure only to find that the structure 

is, as it were, on fire. It is not possible to commence 

renovation until the fire has b~en put out. But putting the 

fire out itself has turned out to be impossible because of 

SECRET 
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4 . 2.4 

THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, cont.) 

its ability to fan its own flames . Whatever analogy you 

like to use - ,whether fire-fighting, turn-around, " getting 

from here to there" - it is this first phase which has 
, 

I I 

defeated every Government since 1964. So far, it is defeating 

The structure of the instability problem can be presented as 

follows: 

T 
INSTABILI'IY 

' ~gh Interest 
~ax, Prices 
iUnemplovrrent 

'f 
Uncompetitiv€ Growing Monopoly 

Private Public Nationalised 
Sector Expenditure Industries 

fl ~t~ ~ 

Public Indexed State-Owned 
Services Transfer lmne 

Pay Payments Ducks 

"-- ~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
: 

Pressure froIT 
Unreformed 

" 

Politicised 
.Trade TTninns 

t 

FIGURE 4 

It is the interaction between the componenLs of this system 

which gives the whole process its power and momentum . As a 

result, it makes mincemeat of successive Governments' economic 

10 
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4.2.5 

4.2.6 

4.3 

4.3.1 

THE CAB I NET STILL DOESN ' T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, cont . ) (2-

policies. With this central instability, the UK economy 

simply cannot function properly . In bad times (recession or 

an external shock like OPEC) it starts to fall apart. In 

good times, it continues to drop slowly out of the Western 

indust r ial · world . The system must be redesigned if recovery 

is to be possible . Improved methods of monetary control are 

only a small part of the answer, though no doubt an essential 

one . 

Because colleagues never understood this basic problem, it 

h as not been possible to develop a strategy for solving it . 

The MTFS was not a strategy, but an indispensable public 

statement of objectives . There was never an explicit 

programme of action to show how we were going to .make MTFS 

happen, in terms of public services pay, and thus public 

spending, thus the PSBR. As long as that was (and is) the 

case, arguments about the b est mechanism for monetary con t rol ,.... ~ 

will remain fairly academic. Once spending and borrowing 
.... -
are down, then it will still be important to get the best 

possible system of moneta~y control. 

In the light of our experience over the past 18 months, we 

can now break the three Stabilisation objectives, shown in 

Figure 3 on page~ , into a more comprehensive and structured 

programme . (See Figure 5 overleaf.) But it is still 

important to remember that achieving all the tasks on this 

"Christmas tree" does no more than establish the foundations 

for reco~ery. At most,it changes the UK economy f~om one 

which can't recover to one which, given other actions, just 

might. --
Long- term recovery 

If we had developed a proper strategy for Stabilisation and 

were now on target with the MTFS (adjusted to reflect the 

bottom of the trade cycle) we would now be able to shift our 

attention to the medium term. For example : 

The need for a substantial and self- sustaining shift 

from pay/spending to profitseO nvestment. 
er.:rr~ =-T ..,; ii-..~ ; '~~ 
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~ 

4.3.2 

THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, cont.) 

Developing, and building into the system, the Rayner 

methodology, together with a further squeeze on public 

. spending when the upturn comes (just the moment when 

Governments tend to relax; it needs to be sold for 

18 months ahead so that the public are ready for it). 

Sustained education in economic reality, so that, at 

the margin, voters at the next Election judge our 

performance by more realistic criteria. 

Making sure that the Government gets the real growth 

industry of the future - information technology - off 

to a flying start. (We have - perhaps - managed to 

prevent this running into the sand before it starts.) 

The beginnings of more radical thinking about NHS, 

education, etc. 

Greater urgency to the "Accelerator" programme (MISC 

14/15). 

Constitutional rejorms to safeguard the country against 

extremist politics in the future. 

All this should be built into a coherent and impressive 

forward-looking programme to give weight to the 1983/4 

Election Manifesto. 

In addition, we would still need to introduce further 

fundamental reforms for the trade unions. Unless we do that, 

we shall always have to choose between recurring inflation 

followed by slump; or else an economy running in a state of 

permanent recession with the public sector as the only 

growth area (ie what we are doing at the moment). Unless 

trade union power is reduced, the corporate sector cannot 

rebuild its profits, public services pay cannot be curbed, 

nationalised industries will continue to raise their prices 

faster than inflation. The measure of our immediate problem 

13 
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5. 

5.:,1 

5.1. 1 

5.1.2 

5.1. 3 

THE CABINET STILL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM, cont .) 

is that in three years we have not produced a feam which 

really understands what has to be done. 

BREAKING OUT 

Official papers and Cabinet Committees are not enough 

The conventional Westminster-Whitehall practice is 

inappropriate for a state of economic emergency. It does not 

distinguish those aspects of policy which are crucial to the 

turn-around task (eg the tasks on the "Christmas tree" in 

Figure 5). To overworked Ministers, all issues begin to 

look equal. (Indeed, given sufficient pressure and stress, 

all stimuli are eventually equal.) 

Westminster-Whitehall conventional wisdom reflects the "art 

of the possible". It does not recognise that, in crisis, 

the key to success is to break constraints rather than 

accommodate to them. Even if it did, constraints cannot be 

broken around the Cabinet table, where that same conventional 

wisdom is seen as evidence of the essential experience needed 

for high office (much as the experience of generals "fighting 

the last war" is over-valued). There can be no ,'!"new data" 

and therefore no changes of mind, because new ideas, different 

people and fresh experience ~ - ? penetrate these iscussions. 

We have been, and are still being, boxed in by the 'familiar 

'constraints which have defeated previous Governments. For 

example: 

(1) "We can't break our commitments on indexing social 

(2) 

(3) 

securi ty . ~,' 
... 

"We can't move faster on trade union reform without 
,...-- ' . ~----

being thrown out of office by civil uproar~~ 

"We can't let industry be"ar the brunt after the personal 

sector has done so well~~ But: 



(5. 

(5.1.3 

cont. ) 

~,~·r 
-~~~' 

BREAKING OUT, cont.) 
I J 

'0 

(4) "We can't raise direct taxes in view of our Manifesto 
-- --- --?' 

pledg~'--"'25"C5'Y\:;:;r;-:;-<;;Ti y as we've already reduced them." 

"We can't finance even sensible investment by 
~ 

nationalised industries outside the PSBR." 
iii 

"We can never win against the miners." 

"We can't bring fresh blood into the top of the 
'(' 

Civil Service." 

lame ducks because 
-

(9) "Wecan't find the time to work out how to break any 
'------------~~---of these constrai~ts. ~ 

Acceptance of these constraints is tantamount to saying: 

"On reflection, we've decided we can't succeed". If we were 

fighting a military, rather than an economic, war of survival, 

we would find ways of breaking such constraints inside a week. 

A business facing bankruptcy would do likewise. Constraints 

are broken quickly enough once the whole management teMl 

recognises the alternative. 

Each of these constraints is breakable provided we have: 

(a) Convinced all ths colleagues that it has to be broken. 

(b) Charged an individual, with the authority and resources, 

to find a way of breaking it ~ or:else. 

(c) Set up the right political communications to gain 

public acceptance. 

(d) Set these things in motion in time (because strategic 

thinking alerted us earl~ enough, to their importance). 

15 



(5. BREAKING OUT, cont.) 11 
5.2 Organise to achieve tasks, not to run hierarchies 

5.2.1 

5.2.2 

fJf)O,J c ",hi) 

' ~vrft 
~(L~(i) 1'\1') 

~O ,--1 

5.3 

5.3.1 

Once the central turn-around problem is understood, then 

the tasks to b e performed become clear. Once the tasks are 

clear (for example, breaking certain of the constraints in 

5.1.3 above might form key tasks, but there will be many 

others) the traditional Whitehall approach (part-time, non

dedicated committees) is hopeless; good people, whether 

from within or outside the system, make little difference. 

The only way to achieve an important strategic task (by 

definition complicated and trans-departmental) is to give 

it to a task force, led by someone who is given clear 

objectives and motivated to succeed. Only task-organisation - . ~ brings people together on a "results-orientated" basis for 

long enough to allow them to shelve departmental loyalties 
" 

and the distractions of other work. (Anyone who reacts to 

this by saying that Whitehall can't work that way is 

accepting without question one of the conventional constraints. ) 

With the proper organis~tion to achieve the tasks that 

matter, goes the proper use of time: time in diary terms in 

order to think, discuss and plan; lead time needed to remove 

political constraints. (For example, we had a full year in 

which to prepare colleagues and the public for de-indexing, 

but never used it.) There will always be a limited amount 

of ti~ent, experience which must be concentrated on 

the tasks that really matter. Otherwise we go on doing what 

Governments always tend to do: a little bit of everything, 

but none of it good enough or sufficiently constraint

breaking to make any difference. 

We must start communicating 

A second five-year term is essential for ' the strategy and 

thus for the country. We will only get it if voters 

recognise that this Governmen~is qualitatively different 

from its predecessors. If they feel that, after all the 

hopes of 1979, we are really no different, no more 

SECi{ET 
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(5. 

5.3.3. 

BREAKING OUT, cont . ) 

competent, imaginative or determined than earlier Govern

ments, then we shall be judged on the straight indicators 

of~livingstandards and inflation, and could well be 

defeated. 

Although great effort goes into speeches etc, all the feed

back is that we are not communicating successfully. Everyone 

we talk to says that the Government does not explain why it 

is d0ing what it is doing; that people are unpersuaded that 

the sacrifices are going to lead anywhere; that the 

Government shows no signs of an adequate grasp of the 

problem and what national recovery really entails; that you 

personally should speak more often on television to educate 

and explain; that we have no "fast response" system for 

demolishing Labour's m~~leading propaganda. 

None of this is surprising. Because we have only a sketchy 

outline of a strategy for turn-around, so we have no 

strategy at all for communicating that turn-around strategy. 

Despite all the talking,and writing about communications in 

Opposition, we have not begun to put it , into practice. If 

we go back to the original Stepping Stones paper, we said 

that any Government which was to have a chance of achieving 

an economic miracle (for that is what it has to be) will 

need to develop: 

(1) a shared understanding of the UK problem, as a 
"-- -prerequisite for developing the -

(2) turn-around policies, which must be assembled into -

(3) a turn-around strategy for both policy and 

communications - they cannot be separated. The 

supporting communications strategy must be based on 

an understanding of -

(4) the nature of the commu!!: .ications process. 
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(5. 

5.3.4 

BREAKING OUT, cont.) 

Since we have scarcely achieved (1) above, it is not 

surprising that we have not yet started on (3) and (4). 

We have a great advantage over Labour, because we can 

develop and present a coherent and convincing strategy, 

whereas they cannot. But we are not yet exploiting that 

advantage. It is essential that we do so between now and 

the next Election. 

5.4 Is it worth the effort? 

5.4 .1 

5.4.2 

5.4.3 

All this is difficult and time-consuming. It is the sort 

of work whose value cannot be appreciated until it has 

been done. It is the difference between successful and 

unsuccessful companies and, we would guess, part of the 

difference between, say, the French Government machine and 

our own. 

The question is whether colleagues and officials can be 

persuaded to change. T~ere is no pos~ibility that, without 

changing their own method of working, Ministers and officials 

can somehow become superlatively effective, where before 

their performance was mediocre. 

The initial investment of effort, in ordey to define the 

Government's position, aims and programme of action was 

never made by this Government i nor of course by its 

predecessors. . (We attach at Annex A an interesting letter 

about the Labour Party's experience, much of it relevant 

to us.) This "strategic investment" is precisely analogous 

to building any other productive asset like a factory or a 

power station. You have to invest resources, time and 

effort, to build it, and further resources to learn how to 

operate it. Because it takes effort and because it cannot 

produce instant results, the temptation 'to put it off and 

argue that it is unnecessary is very powerful. But it 

catches up with us in the end. What we are now doing, as 

a Government, is working overtime to try to get "output" 

from something we never built in the first place. 



6. CONCLUSION 
~!.,n.· 
f-,/'U 

6.1 This paper poses the following questions: 

(~) Are you satisfied that the Government's central 

strategy is going well enough? 

(2) If not - is this due to lack of clear objectives, or 

lack of an adequate strategy, or failure to implement 

the strategy? 

(3) If strategy or implementation are at fault - do you 

believe that colleagues and officials can put it 

right? 

(4) If so - will they do it by trying harder? Or by 

starting allover , again? Or by working in a different 

way? Or some combination of these? 

(5) If putting it right requires working in a different 

way - where will this new way come from? 

6.'2 Out of the 90-odd Ministers and 1,' 000 officials 

representing the apex of the Government machine, there can 

be no more than about ten (the Policy Unit plus a proportion 

of CPRS' effort) working in a strategic way: 

trying to identify the make-or-break issues 

thinking ahead in time 

thinking across Departments 

trying to integrate policy and political 

communications. 

How can we focus the massive intellectual resources of 

Whitehall to support and implement this kind of thinking? 

6.3 There are scarcely a dozen politically appointed outsiders 

in the whole of Whitehall. We believe they could be used as 
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( 6. CONCLUSION, cont . ) l ~I l,·· 

"change agents" (the term used by Norman Strauss in 1976 

when he warned you that the existing Westminster-Whitehall 

sys,tem was bound to fail). I am thinking particularly here 

of politica~ advisers with business experience in getting 

things done - Derek Rayner, Robin Ibbs, David Young and 

ourselves. (But the numbers are still miniscule.) 

6.4 About every six 'months since mid-1978, we have come back 

6.5 

6.5.1 

6.5.2 

to you on this central question of the sheer scale of the 

UK problem and the complete inadequacy of our organisation 

and our mode of operation for solving it. We have done so, 

with increasing emphasis since December 1979 on the need fo r 
r ~ 

a "shock" approach to get back on track, rather than a 

g radualist approach, because time· is getting short. 

Proposed next step 

New insights, understanding, ideas emerge from discussion 

and argument, not from reading papers. I would like to 

propose a half-day infor~al discussion in the New Year, 

probably over a weekend. This would involve yourself and 

perhaps a few other colleagues, together with Robin Ibbs, 

Derek Rayner (if he is still available), David Young, David 

Wolfson, Norman and myself. 

Our aim would be to convince you that colleagues can operate 

as a more effective and united team, if they can be persuaded 

to work in a different way. If we cannot persuade" you that 

the effort to change would payoff, then we will drop the 

subject and revert to our normal role of "doing our best" 

within the constraints of Whitehall convention and the 

"art of the possible". 

SECRET. 
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TIle ]te§tl~icted VISIOIl of tIle FaJJial1. COlnnlittee 
Sir.-Tt is a piCI' th;lt 

tht' Fabian Cnll1mitll'" 1111 
'\' ~lirh :,[ a leo I m ])C;1Il 
J'l']'wrted in So(' i l't~' TOllltll'
row (Nol l'l1lhrr :!Ii) h;IS 
.. int('ntionalll' al,ddcd 1001,
ing at poli~'ies and policy 
mak in,:: in oppos ition," hll' JIl 
ll1V \'it'll', as a [clloll' ('X
sl;(' ('ial ,1(11';,;('1'. Ihat i,; :11 t il(' 
h l'art Ill' nul' "J1I:tI':l in l' r\' of 
,!!OI'I'rllillenl" " roil ll'nL' In 
ntlier wortis , f::illil'l's in 
£::o\'rrn llH'nt ctrc In :l i n:\, due 
to Ltilurl-''; in OJl lllIsitl,,'n, 

I ,1m hI' inst i lld a I'r:n~(' 
-:llin iskriab1. \\' i t h Ii II t 
sir I) n ,::: «(' nt r :d direct it'n 
mo :; t ,!::O\'I'rtlmen [, II ill f< tll 
\'ictim to 1111' sill S Ilf 1"\I'e:;sil'l' 
d('partnH'nlalisll1 - hl illkcrcri 
nili looks, SI'I-I'iel' lo\';lit il'';, 
and tl)f' dtlnlin;lllcr of pt'r
,S(IIl ;1 1 amhit ions , EXI 'I' ril'Il(,(' 
SII ,l!'.'I' ;' js tli:!t this rH; :Ill!,!i l" 
?s 1'llll 'il to 1l11n U l'r:, ;1:; oi'fi
('iab, It is no hasls r'll' Iklpr- ' 
m illi nt.: puhlic l'XP"IHlit~II'I' 
l'rioritll's Ill' dr;Tillg t il r llw:lI 
rad:eal pr()~rall1n:t's II I ';ol'ial 
rt'f<lrll1, 

Hilt of Illore rlll' d : 1l11"1l1~1 
!n1I'n r l;lIH'(' \h1\ 11 i IIl';'!':!'! II:;: 
1hp r()wrq~~ of tl lt, prj!~~(" 

rr:ini,tl'r is th at a ~ n" ': '!'nnll' nt 
ro~;~ ('~;;('s" a r ;,! "d ihh"\ ;1nd 
('ohcrent 0\ er <:tl ~ I ratr ;:: y 

II'hich can carry opi nion boih 
in its party and the country 
as a whtlk, 

The last l "abouf (;ol'crn
ll1('nt did in tilll\' d"vl'lop a 
lIorkable slr3tl'~: ' , But that 
was only after its capacit," for 
SUl'l'l',;S had bl'l'n gravely 
\I'cakcn('d h:' great internal 
trallma, and a cl isast rolls 
pnind of drift for t ill' fir,t 
l'i ,~1 Ill'c'n m onth , of, officc, 
I',hil' h gr('a !!v Illa~ni[i('d thc 
prnbkn1s i t liad ultimately to 
facC' , 

l,abour's 1974 manif('sills 
\\'('1''' a positiv(' h indl'anee in 
\I'o!'l,:in c; out sucil a strate ,g:' , 
Th l',I' sl't impossi ble objec
tiv!'s: 'rile real culprits for 
ilnl' Sailur,,"s o( aciliel'l'm<'nt 
1\'(;1'(' not h;t!f Ill'arir:'d and 
ll1uddkd minisi<'rs, ollt\\' itll'd 
h,I' ddcrlllilll'd ;md sopllisti
I'a ted civil s<'rvur. ts - hilt 
1:1(' allth()r ~ of t lt c'St' doclI
ments ,mel th(' process!'s hy 
\\'111ch tllt'v II'rre II'riltl':l, 

II (III' mi';.; lit tli('se prO('es5(,s 
h(' illlpro\'('(j '? 

j:irst tli(')' ,' is ~ s h()! , t,l~r 

of ,~, o()d indl'pcnnl'nt alil'il'!' 
Il I1 which 1'1l1ij'j e;J] p,lr!i cs (';tn 
rlr:'1I' in rramin ,:: 1l1('i r poJi 
cie's , A w('il-k n own (,ontrH,,1 
\)r1'.\('1'11 Rn ta in allrl th(' 
United States is the ab5cnce 

in this country of adequate 
,," poiicy n 'sc' arch" - Brook
in ,!!s Tnstii u liol1s el a1. 

Most Br;: is h 3cad('mics aI'<' 
morl' int('rt'stcct in wriling 
ll'arnrd urtid,'s 10 gilin the 
estpC'm of Ih!'ir (ellows, than 
lI'inn ing tIl(' nolic(' of the real 
world_ Bodic's such JS the 
NIESR and PSI do rxist -
hut t'hry arc \\'t'a!.:: in 
resources, COVCl',lgC and 
impact. 

Most polic,v an"lysis tends 
to he' "in-hous!'," AI1IHJ\I ,~h 
drpartme'l1ts and:::OI'('rnmel1t 
ag(' ncies now pUhJish far 
mor(' of this work th,lll tlH'v 
once did, the proc('ss of c:Jt>al:
ing reports round 1>ure;ll1-
cracic's II'nels to rrsui\ in 
intellectual flablJin('s~; , uI'Cli
danet' of harsh dilemma~ anc! 
obeisance 10 till' pr<'.jlld ic"s 
Ilr ,th!' gOI'l 'rnnH'nt or the' da\', 
Change' :hen' requires publiC 
il nd jlrivat(' f l:ntllllg of n('1I' 
t\))(-'S of n'Sl'areh institution 
;Ind a Whitt'hall ,!lore' Sl'Jr
('ollfir\rntl)' op('n in inle'r
I'llan ,::e OJ information, ideas 
,IIHi prn:onnrl. 

S (' con d I ~'f~r'l'r ;1rJli n:! 
r('[nrm of Olli' prditi,'~1 par
lies is an issuR of thl' gr('a
test urgency, Certainly on the 

L~hotlr side polir:y making is 
a sha lilhll':i , 

Our reseurt:ll departmrnt 
11\cks th e capac ity not only 
ttl carry out a Illajor rethink 
of !loli'cy prineip il's - but 
,llso to develop and argu(' 
]li'actical solutions to a 
d (',~re(' of robustness whi ch 
c<ln withstand the sheer rom-
1)1'\('1']('(' of an incoming 
Illinis[n's firs! r-ivil sl'rvirr.~ 
hrid, Stak fundin g of poli
tical partil's is a nl'e('ssary 
bllt not sufficient condition 
ror overcoming this weak
ness, 

The sub-comll1itt('('s which 
initiat(' Labour policy arc 
ovcrdoll1inated by producer 
interests which in man\' ('~ses 
are i IT"l'onl'ililhl(' , A'II too 
often refuge is sou;~ht in the 
pluaseol()g~' of Jud;.:e - for 
examp le , "ooor(]in:lted and 
integrated" transport ~l1d 
t'llI'r;.:y policies_ Fundamental 
issucs are IrEt unresolved and 
maybe ('ven unmentionable, 
as in the clas ~;jr cas(' o( 
incomcs policy from 1970 to 
1 Di4, 
Wor~ !' Rt ill, Labour's pol j. 

r irs , arc 111 prJctire del!?/'
mil1f'd h~' one set of · people 

, (Ihe .l\'atlonal Ex!?('utive ) for 
implementation by ,another 

(La \] our ministers). This 
combination of chronic weak
ness in jlolicy milking and 
b i polari ty in power stru rtu rc 
puts Labour ministers in ;>n 
illlll()ssihlc' pf}:iition, On 
assuming officc they are COll
frontc'd with party policies 
they have rarely had any say 

,in drawing up 
o E courso" the 1)r :; t 

ministrrs in suell cir cum -,I 
stances attempt to work oul 
their own polieil's, bUildin g 
as far as possible on the 
party's general aspirat IlIn s, 
Doubtless therc are 1:1anl' 
chang!'s in the mal'hinl'ry ()'f 
gov(~rnmcnt - mllre spI'("i;ti 
advisers, ministerial JIlvol .. 
vrnH'nt in top of ric ial 
a ppointmrnls, mol'(' l'fi'\'I't ii'" 
un its analy~;ing lon,c:-t c'rrn 
pol icy options w hie h 
would rnakl' this ta sk ('o s icr. 
And any of th(,se changl' ,o; are 
worth l'onsidc'ratiol1 in them
selves_ But wouldn't it he 
helter tll start with secing 
\l'h"t we can do about tlw 
rl'al prohJrJn ,- tlil' Iailllrt~ 
of ollr political s),stl'm ltl pro
dlJc~ cohr]'rnt program mrs 
1I'llieh r;,11 form lhr hasis for 
dfectiH [!ol'rrnment? 
no~rr Lirltllr. 
Cuthbert Road, London SEll. 
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Sir Geoffrey Howe 

1. As I mentioned this morning I think that your draft 
manuscript Minute to the Prime Minister ought to end 
on a more positive note. 

2 . I think that you might gather together some of John's 
thoughts in a final paragraph along the following lines:-

We must:-

(a) persevere with the decelaration of monetary growth, 
despite the setbacks of the first nineteen months. 

(b) return to the battle over the level of public spending, 
including de- indexation. 

(c) renew the attempt to get Cabinet approval for a more 
fundamental reform of trade union priveleges. 

(d) carry out a thorough going review of our defence 
commitments (a new Secretary of State?). 

(e) pursue ~ a more vigorous policy of de-monopolising 
the nationalised industries. 

(f) persevere with the squeeze on public sector pay . 

Ian Gow 

31st December 1980 
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SEC RET 

Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street, SWIP 3AG 
, 01- 233 3000 

PRIME MINISTER 

GOVERNMENT STRATEGY 

It may be useful to let you have my post-holiday-thinking 

reaction to John Hoskyns' gloomy, but not unhelpful, 

minute of 22 December. I found it useful to read it 

alongside the note which Ray Whitney brought back from 

USA, entitled "Avoiding a GOP economic Dunkirk": you will 

be dIsconcerted, as I was, to find the transatlantic 

commentators referring to "Thatcherisation" as a condition 

to be avoided, if possible! 

2. That is too gloomy a view. So is John Hoskyns 

I suspect al~ost deliberately, and perhaps rightly -

with his piece of provocative pessimism. Personally, I 

am sure we are not off track: but we are less well 

on track - and less far down the track - than either of 

us would have wanted. It is no good reacting (as John 

Hoskyns half invites us to dol by protesting that "we 

shouldn't be starting from here". We have started; and 

we're not still "here", we are part of the way towards 

"there": the question now is how to move further, and 

faster, in that dir~ction. 

3. The problem has various components. Industrially 

and economically we arB a relatively backward nation, 

and becoming more so. I:I am tempted to protest by 

~uinting to "the good bits": but I remember your sense 

of shook at discoveri ng that Belg ium plans to sell more 

steel next year than BSC, etc. etc.) This backwardness is 

SEC RET 
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barely realised; and then only by a minority. Those who , 
do realise would like to think it was possible to get 

things right. From time to time, they i£Y. to do so. Not 

hard enough, not long enough. Because life's still 

quite comfortable, really. And most people have got 

used to »lack of success» (more comfortable than "failure"). 

So "let's try, by all means: but always keep our options 

open" - and end up (as the American document says) with 

"parochial fire-fighting as usual, in response to constituency 

distress". 

4. Those are the weaknesses. But there is a strength. 

And that, basically, is the Thatcher factor. People do 

have a sense that this Government - more particularly 

you - does see some of these things, and is possessed of 

a tenacity, which might just work, if only its sustained. 

After all it does seem to have worked, after a fashion 

which is unusual for Britain in recent decades, in 

Rhodesia, the EEC - even Ulster. But people are slightly 

scared, many of them, because we haven't convinced enough 

of them that we know what we're doing, and that we're totally 

confident of reaching our destination - which anyway is 

a long way away. And more than a few people think 

we're quite mad! Yet very few are able or willing to 

proffer an alternative analysis of Britains problems, let 

alone a coherent alternative solution. So we still have 

a lot more support · than we might have expected. And even 

the sceptics would like to S8e us doing well. 

5. So we do have to renew and strengthEn our thrust, and 

give it greater coherenr.e - by doing two things: 

(a) Ensuring that we concentrate the maxi~um of 

talent on the fight for a relatively limited number 

of objectives; 
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(b) Consciously planning to broaden the base of , 
committed and active support for the difficult things 

that will have to be done in pursuit of those limited 

objectives. 

I stress point (b); we cannot take too much trouble over 

carrying with us those who should be on natural allies -

in the city, the civil service and industry, as well as 

in politics: they want to see us succeed, to see ~ 

Government succeed, after so much disappointment. 

6. If I was asked to have a first shot at identifying 

the key issues, the limited objectives, (and I do not differ 

much from John Hoskyns~ section 4.3), I should pick 

the following: 

(a) The whole business of reducing inflationary 

expectations, the indexation mentality, the cost-plus 

society; 

(b) The removal of those factors - throughout the 

public sector - which in the American sentence, 

have made "the federal budget ... an automatic 

'coast-to-coast soup line' that dispenses remedial 

aid with almost reckless abandon; 

(c) The further, substantial, curtailment of the 

impossible power of "organised" labour - alongside a 

major extention to employee involvement. 

(d) A major change in the relative status , rewards 

and security of innov~tors, enterpreneurs, risk-takers 

on the one han d and of coasting, competent, comfortab18 

survivors on the other. 
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7 . And if I was how - differently from 

what's happened so far - to develop our approach towards 

these problems, tKen certainly I should not differ greatly 

from John Hoskyns. I suggest these stages: 

(a) The half-day discussion proposed in John 

Hoskyns paragraph 6.5.1J I could suggest namesJ some 

compact papers would be desirable. 

(b) An exercise - perhaps another larger group 

discussion, perhaps a series of bilaterals, perhaps 

both - in which you should secure the commitment of 

all key colleagues to a limited programme, along 

the lines discussed above. 

21 

(c) The execution of the measures proposed - possibly 

through, or with the help of, a small group of task

forces, comprising outsiders as well as Minister, 

civil servants. (I am less certain than John Hoskyns 

about these. If we did go along those lines, then 

these task-forces should be designed almost as 

much to maximize support for what was going on 

as to get it done~) 

8. We still face formidable tasks. We have made a start -

but only a start. To carry things through to the next 

stage, we need a considered plan - and soon. The hopes 

of very many people are still with us. 

9. I am copying tilis minute to Keith Joseph qnd Joh.n 
, 

I~~~t 

frr (G.H.) 
31 December 1980 

!:1qskyns. 

(ftt-fN'(A ~J t;;k U--""""d.,~{nI Q.... ')'J~t lV\ Ii\,~ 

~<;~'I.«..) 
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13 JAN i98i 

10 DOWNING STREET 
12 January 1981 

The Rt Hon The Lord Thorneycroft CH 
Chairman 
The Conservative 
32 Smith Square 
LONDON 

Party 

S\L 
Many thanks indeed for your most helpful comments on our Strategy 
paper. I take most of the points you make and am in agreement with 
them. 

Perhaps I could respond to some of your comments (the numbers are your 
paragraph numbers): 

2. I certainly don't advocate a major reform of Whitehall as a 
precondition for attempting to do anything else. But I a~ 

qui te convinced that the way in which Whitehall and · 
Westminster at present operate has a great d~al to do with 
our inability to get to grips with problems over the last 
20 years. 

4. In broad terms, I agree that there are no great mysteries 
about what we are trying to do. But when one takes each 
part of the problem and asks how to solve it, one comes up 
with a further list of things to be done. Each of those 
then has to be similarly broken down and so the working) out 
of "what" and "how" becomes fairly complex. When we add to 
this the constraints which make it so difficult to find an 
answer to the "how", our experience is that the Whitehall 
committees are not effective. The Ministers don't have the 
time. The officials spend their time in dribs and drabs on 
different committees dealing with different problems - all of 
them accepting,without even realising it,constraints which 
they assume have been accepted by their Ministers. With all 
this "multiplexing",to use the computer jargon, and no fresh 
outside advice, these committees seem simply to go round a 
familiar course satisfying themselves that there are no more 
answers to the problems today than there were when they were 
last asked to look at the problem a year or two ago. 

6. I certainly did not mean to convey "black despair", only brutal 
realism,about how far we have to go. I think there is often 
the worry, in internal policy papers, that too much frankness 
about the size of the probem will somehow communicate itself 
to the outside world. To some extent, I am more worried about 
premature .optimism emanating from politic~l figures, which 
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clashes so violently with what is seen to be happening iL 
the real world, that the poli ticians are simply seen to be 
out of touch. We have to be very careful about the timi ng of 
that optimism. Correctly timed, it reflects the beginning of 
a sense of the upturn. Done too early, it could look 
ridiculous. 

9. I agree very much with what you say. Our greatest worry is 
that we could in fact have won this argument, and indeed have 
even begun to show the results, but not be rewarded, in 
electoral terms. 

10. The policy box in our paper was really the box we were i n 
immediately after the Election. Your box certainly summarises 
the present situation. In fact, every part of the proble m 
will be addressed within some sort of a box because there are 
constraints which affect the solution to every problem. 

10(1) I agree very much with the last 6 lines of this section . We 
are not doing enough at the moment to explain the nature of 
our problem, how much of it is outside our own control 
(eg OPEC as you say). Better to show what the problem is and 
that it is perhaps insoluble, than say nothing. 

10(2) I agree with the points you make. The question really is 
whether it is possible to get an understanding with the 
unions. I feel that management can only hold onto the 
authority they need to run their operations provided!Oargaining ' 
balance is right. I agree that productivity and the removal 
of restrictive practices are more important than wages -
though of course they are themselves the cause of low wages 
and thus, indirectly, of pressures for higher wages, which 
cannot in fact be met except by higher prices. Although 
shop stewards and union officials are less belligerent during 
recession, their statements suggest that there is not e ven 
the beginning of an understanding about economics, about 
where the wealth of their members comes from; simply a r e alism 
that they are not at present unbeatable in their war against 
management. But my judgment is that most of them, with a 
lifetime in the Labour Movement, are virtually incapable of 
doing anything but those wealth-destroying things which rem~in 
within their limited and irrelevant repertoire. The results 
of 1974-9, where there were many "understandings" and a 
Government with a very close relationship with the trade 
unions, is not encouraging. 

10(3) I agree absolutely with your analysis. If we are not able to 
make tough decisions on, for example, BL and BSC in the 
coming months, I don't think we shall be able to between now 
and the next Election. The tough decisions would of course 
cost more in the short term, but opinion research might show 
that they would be electorally more popular than we realise. 
Alan Walters has already suggested - with some supporting 
arithmetic - that if for example the closure of BL led to 
even a miniscule reduction in pay increases in the rest of 
the economy, those reductions would quickly lead to more than 
enough additional employment to offset the direct unemployment 
from closing BL. This is where we come back to the point you 
make in your paragraphs 3 and 5 - the need for understanding 
and political will in Cabinet. 

2 
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11. The Prime Minister has agreed to a half-day at Chequers on 
17 January, together with Geoffrey Howe and Keith Joseph, 
to discuss the paper in more detail with ourselves, Robin 
Ibbs and David Young. The main difficulty I anticipate is on 
persuading the Prime Minister of the need for greater in~olve
ment of all the Cabinet colleagues in understanding the 
problem and agreeing what is necessary to solve it. 

More generally, the point that comes through strongly in your note is 
that the count-down for the next Election has now just about started. 
Your paragraph 8 is an excellent summary of the qualitative difference 
between what we are offering and what Labour is offering, and I think 
we shall have to start emphasising that increasingly. 

Perhaps I could come and see you after the 17 January meeting and tell 
you how I think we have got on. I am copying this letter to Alan 
Howarth. 

~\~ 
J 'J'k-".-----

JOHN HOSKYNS 
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hum CONSERVATIVE & UNIONIST CENTRA.L OFFICE, 
32 SMITH SQUARE, 

TIlE CHAIRMAN OF THE PARTY WESTMINSTER, SWI P 3HH, 

The Rt. Hon. The Lord ThomeycroftC.H. Telephone: 01-2229000 

POLICY (NIT PAPER 

1. There is much good in this paper and one does not dissent fran 
the analysis of issues which have to be resolved or constraints which 
have to be at the very least adjusted if we are ,to show the possiliility 
of success in the time scale available. 

2. I am however worried by the :rrethodology. If on~ starts fran the 
point of saying that the problems carmot be resolved within the existing 
30vern:rrental and Wlitehall structures, one, in effect, presents oneself 
with a vast task of institutional refonn which ImlSt precede the 
effective tackling of the real policy needs. It seans to :rre to be like 
a "Stop the Vbrld I want to get off" approach. 

3. I accept that there is much in Whitehall which might be improved, 
I do not however accept that there is really anything in Vi1hi tehall which 
would prevent a detennined Cabinet getting 80 or 90 per cent of what the 
Prime ~inister deems necessary to do. The fault lies not in structures · 
but in political will and clear agreement on priorities. 

4 . There remains of course the question as to whether the political 
prescriptions of the paper are correct. The answer probably is that 
they are certainly nearer to our requirements than the existing situation. 
They do seem to :rre to blur the question as to whether we ought to vary 
the targets in relation to the depth of the recession, but this in a way 
is what Professor Walters is about. What does one then do? I do not 
think that one sets up a series of task forces, or recruits, or asks for 
a lot of outside advice. Apart fran Sate technical improverrents in the 
workings of ITDnetarist policy there are no great mysteries surrounding the 
problems which confront USj on the contrary they are only too distressingly 
simple. 

5. In my judgerrent the decisions we are faced with are political 
decisions and the right forwn for political decisions is the Cabinet. I 
simply do not accept that we cannot get the Cabinet to understand the issues. 
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No tinkering with W1itehall, no external advisers, no outside study 
groups are any substitute \\hatever for a detennined cabinet agreed on the 
lTBin lines upon which v.e seek to tackle the problem. Any other approach 
is really only a postponement of the decisions. If we fail to find a 
Cabinet capable of tackling these ITBtters v.e fail anyway and everyv;here. 

6. I like the way the pa~r is argued. It is robust and controversial. 
Essentially vklat it says is that in so far as we have net with sate 

success, as indeed v.e have, this success has been much assisted by outside 
events and will rapidly be eroded by pov.erful influences which we have in 
no way mitigated or harnessed, the :rn:JITeI1t these outside situations tend 
to disappear. If I don't accept the black despair of sorre of the opening 
passages I certainly accept that much rrore needs to be done. 

7. I also accept that there are constraints, sore real and sore 
iITBginary, which hedge us in and vklich both seem to preclude sorre 
effective action now I and perhaps even rrore i.rrp:)rtantl y , effective action 
in a further changing v.Drld scene. I v.Duld h~ver put my view of the 
problems and their presentation rather differently and propose a different 
course of action. 

8. I v.Duld start by keeping finnly in view t\\D different worlds, as 
proposed respectively by the Prine Minister and Michael FooL Partly 
because· they represent reality and need presenting in a comprehensible way 
and partly because an agreed plCl,tforrn for a cabinet is needed \\hen it is 
asked to take controversial decisions ~ 

/ f(ll.f># --1 ,f Vw) .' I~ 
'Ihe Prine Minister( '7 t,\ {(I ~v- ) Michael Foot 

WEALTH CREATION \., 1/ CORPORATE STATE €Avl-'4 y} ~ 
PERSONAL RESPa\Jsrnn:;;y CDVERNMENI' AID ~f11 "'\ II-I r ft.i ,.-. \ h ---_._--
~ OF O:IOICE UNIlATERAL DISARMAMENI' IA)/.}r~ 

LIMITED CDVERNMENI' / GOVERNMENI' CONI'ROlS v ~ 
,~.rW 

STRON'G DEFENCES CDVERNMENI' INVESTME:J\Ir 
&,"ItI /,) »-'" 

HIm PRIVATE INVEST INSUIAR APPROAO:I / L~,...f. . 
HIm PROFITABILITY cur OFF FRCM EUROPE ~.-,J 

FREE MtffiKEI' A;;f' IMPORT CCNI'ROlS ~ 
IN EUROPE 

r'"-- I -~ 
WORLD MARKET WIlli :t'" t tJ "tJ ~..,..?~o 

G.A.T.T. RULES .. fY~, (V:f> 1~ - ,,tu .. AU .r ~m 
_ ft)Jl1JI1 I J ~ 

~ (\.J tjv , tL1 '" /)n ,( 

9. We will win on the t about vklich v.Drld bu~ could lose if 
the actualv..Drld v.e live, in 1983, so ITBrkedly different fran the one 
that we want that v.e appear in tent to achieve our purp:lses. 

10. I see the box in which v.e tend to be shut a little differently to the 
Policy Unit. Since I am catching the habit of putting things in boxes, 
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mine looks like this. 

High cost of 
public sector 
= a starved 
private sector 
and insufficient 
~alth 

3 

OPEC 
and rising energy 
cost = Recession 

CONSERVATIVE 

POLICY 

IS NOr 

WORKING 

lACK OF CONFIDENCE 
= low investrrent 

UNIONS 

= low productivity 

I see then the issues, some resolvable, others only partially resolvable 
or not at all, as follows. I would emphasise that whatever else happens 
we must at least be seen to know what the isssues are and l:e trying to do 
something about them-.--

1) Energy and its price. I consider our ID3.jor problem to 
lie in the field of the Foreign Secretary/Secretary for Energy, 
rather than the Treasury. It is the oil price induced world 
recession that daninates our e conamc c lirrB.te. It 1.5 this 
r ecesslon rattier than any econanic neasures here that is 
resronsible for our high levels of unemployrrent. It is the 
price level of oil which helps to augment the value of our 
currency and it is the slump in world ID3.rkets that ID3.kes the 
necessary application of monetary techniques essential to 
control inflation, difficult to explain in rolitically acceptable 
terms. 

I have no doubt that the problem of OPEC has been much discussed 
in Cabinet, but ~ need to rehearse again the argurrents, the 
courses open to us, the price ~ might have to pay to achieve 
al tered rolicies, the nature of our approach, whether 
individually as separate nations, or collectively, to an 
increasingly alarming scene. we have to explain publicly 
how OPEC decisions reflect uron the levels of employment here. 
OPEC is central both to our econanic and our presentational 
problems. It ID3.y be insoluble but even a public attempt to 
solve it, even a public presentation of its reality might be 
better than a discreet and unhelpful silence. 

2) ~ at the place of W)rk. Our second ID3.jor problem lies in 
the attitude of some, though by no neans all, Trade Unions in 
limited but vital areas of the ecanc:my. en balance a Trade 
Union rolicy of moderation at a tirre when unemployrrent is over 
tw) million has probably paid off but Trade Union attitudes in 
a recovering econc:my might be a very different thing. The 
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problem is less one of wages and much more one of productivity 
and restrictive practice. 

'Ihe productivity of most of our IIBnufacturing units is m:rrkedly 
below that of our competitors. A solution or even a partial 
solution to this problem is much more i.rnpJrtant than any other 
single item of Trade Union refonn. It is linked with our 
archaic system of wage negotiations in both the private and the 
public sector. An understanding with the Unions in v.hich W2 left 
the wider fields of Trade Union refonn alone in return for the 
restoration to IIBnagement of the poW2r to IIBnage their factories 
and the introduction of a modernised wage negotiation system 
would be a very worthv.hile achievement. 

3) The Public Sector. The public sector, together with its pay 
and its indexation problems,represents an almost insupportable 
burden on the private sector. This public sector now represents 
a voting strength of formidable "propoi"Eions and rray already 
have reached, or be about to reach a self-~:L.fltID-9"_cohdition. 
I t generates a Public Sector '1:X5rrowIng ieqUiIement of 
insupportable proportions, it absorbs a vast tax revenue, it 
pushes up interest rates and increases the inflationary ITCl!TeI1tum. 
All rrajor items in this area are sacred cows but we may have to 
choose between losing the next election with two billion in B.L., 
X millicn in Trident, Y million in indexed p:msions, or winning 
it without one or other of these burdens. W"latever our choice 
is, it ~e better made fairly soon for we have surely about 
reached the limit at paring round the edges of tins prohleiIi. 
~ still just have tine to recover fran the shock of major 
surgery if we wish to adopt it. 

4. Investnent. Depends on CDNFIDENCE. What W2 need is a 
climate in this country mich attracts new invesbrent fran 
abroad as well as at hare, designed to exploit a growing world, 
and i.rnpJrtantly, a grcwing European Market. W= need to sell the 
v.hole of the U.K. as an investrrent base with the sane energy that 
W2 sell a few selected parts of it. With two million unemployed 
there is certainly scope for such a policy. W= need to dem:mstrate 
and adjust policy as necessary to do so. We have, or can have, 
sorre poW2rful selling lines, e. g . : 

Self sufficient in Energy. 

Attractively low tax levels. 

Provision of medium term credit on 
attractive terms. 

Declining interest rates. 

low energy prices. 

Absence of Governrrent controls. 
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Speeded up planning decisions. 

Free run at European M3.rket. 

Not all this is true but it could b2 rrade so and sold as such, 
and is the direct op:£X)site of what Labour seeks to do. 

11. How I.):) We Proceed 

\ 

I think that we need first to publicise the good things that have 
happened or are happening. How many new jobs created every day? New 
businesses started. Inflatirn down. won. Trading account ill 
ba anc . . strong. This is not the picture of a natlon on l 

-
I think we then want to take each of the four InCljor constraints, 

OPEC, UNIONS, INVESTMENT, PUBLIC SECI'OR, reduce the rrajor options within 
them to the simplest and briefest terms, and let the Pr.ine Minister seek 
agreerrent with her closest colleagues on a package dealing with them. I 
recognise that the pac.1(age will b2 in part for real and in part 
presentational. We shall hO.Never at least be thinking and talking alxmt 
the real world, we shall be discussing thoughts and therres rrarkedly 
different from our op:£X)nents and we will be seen to be looking at the 
world in'rrore :£X)sitive and practical terms than we are perhaps judged to be 
at present. 

12. Sare paper of this t~ needs to be put to Cabinet. We are seen as a 
party which has been fighting, not altogether unsuccessfully, for sound 
rroney. We TInlSt continue to do so. But we need Im..lch ITDre than buffed up 
rn::metary techniques to secure the Pr.ine l'ft..inister' s basic requirerrents, 
and we need Im..lch rrore success Im..lch quicker if we are going to hold an 
adequate rrajority in 1983/84. I'm for leaving everything else alone, 
including Whitehall feforms, and going for these rrain objectives. 
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PRIME i MINI STER, ! ACTION ~~2~._, '_-.~_~. ~ 
1 CO~jES 1<:_S1: ----:1 

REVIEW OF GOVER NMEN T STRATEGY 'w ! · / ----------------------------t I . 
. ~ 1-'·-- ---- - ---- -! 
i ; , 
" \ ,W-e are meeting, wi th Geoffrey and ' KeTtn-;- -t o'mo-rr0lw at Chequers . 

The advisers present will be ' tttrb-:tn--l hbs-; klan WA~1 ters, David 

Young, David Wolfson , Norman Strauss and myself . This note give s 

the background to, and purpose of, the meeting. 

BACKGROUND 

You will remember t h at you, David Wolfson and I had a l ong 

discussion one even ing last spring abou t the general problems o f 

"mode of operation". wi th special emphasis on policy-making. t he 

Whitehall machinery. carrying colleagues on difficult issues et c. 

During the summer. I discl,lssed the problems of "organisation and 

-method" with other advisers who had 'experience of the same problems 

in business, including all those coming tomorrow (except for Alan , 

who was not on board at that time) and also with Derek Rayner, 

Terry ~urns, Peter Cropper and Peter Middleton. 

There was a fair unanimity of views on the issues raised in our 

"Strategy Paper No.3". 

PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 

- , 

The meeting is NOT for the purpose of solving specific policy 

problems . (Nothing would be easier than to spend the whole 

afternoon on BL or the PSBR . ) What the meeting is about is findin g 

better ways of structuring the big policy problems, organising 

our resources to tackle them and ensuring that you are not then 

hampered by the difficulties of carrying the colleagues with you 

on the hard decisions . 

In other words, the problem we are addressing i s not BL, or energy 

prices , o r monetary policy , or PSBR . The probl em we a re try i ng 

to solve (or at least start to solve) is "how to improve Gove r n 

mentIs performance at problem-solving" . 



, L . 

THE FORM OF THE MEETING 

I would like to start with a fairly formal presentation by the 

advisers. This presentation will give you an idea of the way bi; 

bus ines's would approach the work needed to make the Governmen t 

.9trategy happen~ It will not be presented as the way to do it 

(there is no such thing); simply as an approach which may have 

something to offer. 

We can then discuss the approach in more detail, and with relevance 

to specific problems. But the aim is to invest some effort in 

problem-solving capability, not to try to solve the problems them

selves . Using the analogy from our Strategy paper, we are trying 

to build a factory to produce good motor cars; not to get the 

Board of Directors onto the shop floor to assemble the first motor 

car with their bare hands. 

tomorrow afternoon 
We will bring a few charts with us,/and I think the big table 

upstairs would probably be the best place, if that suits you. 

I am copying this minute to Geoffrey, Keith and the rest of us 

who are attending the meeting. 

JOHN HOSKYNS 

2 
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This minute briefly summarise~ .~he ' C6nClu~aCbed at ~r
meeting at Chequers on Saturday, 17 January:----!-

_ .•.. ,... - .- ... ~-~,_. _' ___ w.:........~_ ... _ ........ ~~ 

The meeting was in two parts. Part 1 was the first half of our 

original agenda. At the end of part 1, the latest view of the 

public expenditure and PSBR problem was raised. We then dropped 

the second half of our agenda and concentrated on this issue in 

its own right. To use the earlier analogy, therefore, we started 

by discussing what a (policy-making) factory had to do; ended by 

preparing to build the first Metro with our own hands. Since it 

was a rather important Metro, this was no bad thing. 

1. PART 1: POLICY-MAKING IN GENERAL 

1.1 We put forward two propositions: 

(1) If we can't structure the Government's work - from putting 

out the fire to winnihg the Election - we won't understand 

it, organise ourselves or manage ourselves to do it. 

(2) If we're not organised to do it, policy decisions will be 

in conflict, colleagues and officials confused, less 

confident and purposeful. 

1.2 We started with a brief review of the major policy areas (Free-up 

the Labour Market, Control'Public Expenditure, Discipline 

Nationalised Industries, Reduce Inflationary Expectations, Sell 

the Strategy inside and outside). We then took the first two of 

these and broke them down in chart form to illustrate the growing 

complexity and amount of work to be done, and the relative urgency 

of different specific tasks. Particular emphasis was put on the 

need to th1nk about "unthinkables" in each main policy area, if 

we were to get ahead of the problems rather than continue to 

shoot behind them. A large number of points came up in discussion 

and we are preparing a separate note of the more important ones. 

1 ! 
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The ~econd part of the agenda was to have been a discus s i on o f the 

present way in whi ch the Go vernment madline works and its inadequ acy 

for solving very difficult interre l ated problems with limited t ime 

and brain power . Wo wer e proposing to ident i fy some tas ks o r , 2~ 

Keith put it, famil i e s o f problems, whi ch could be addressed by 

~full - time teams with outsiders . The discussion would then have 

moved onto ideas for ensuring that the Government can get the things 

it wants, done, through the Civil Service including some possible 

Civil Service reforms. This would include "Rayner wrlt large". 

We were then going to propose, on the lines of Geoffrey's paper, 

a similar session with some other colleagues - for example Michael 

Heseltine, John Nott, John Biffen, Pat r ick Jenkin - and with 

officials . This mi ght have been followed ~ith a presentation t o 

all or most of E, and t he commissioning of some " task teams " t o 

work on particular urgent problems. 

2. PART 2 : PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND THE PSBR 

2.1 We had extensive discussion of the problem. The Treasury is 

already working on costing different options for solving it; and 

will also be looking at the use of outside specialists to help 

design and i .nstall better expenditure control systems. 

2.2 We suggested that the advisers present should work together to 

examine the problem in its broader context: looking at its effect 

on the other areas of policy (including those we had already 

discussed); the "leads and lags" in the steps towards winning the 

next Election; the explanation of the problem and possible 

solutions, to colleagues. 

2.3 We have started work on this with Alan and David here, and will 

be discussing the results of this work with Robin Ibbs and David 

Young as soon as possible . 

I am copying this note to Geoffrey Howe, Keith Joseph and the 

other advisers present . 

c~ 
JOHN HOSKYNS 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Principal Private Secretary 21 January 1981 

Presentation of Government Policy 

The Prime Minister held a meeting this morning with Lord 
Thorneycroft, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Chancellor of 
the Duchy, the Chief Secretary and the Financial Secretary to 
discuss co-ordination between the Government and the Conservative 
Party on presentation of Government policy. 

Lord Thorneycroft said that he had asked for the meeting 
because the way in which both the Government and the Party were 
presenting Government policy was causing him concern. This was 
not just a personal feeling of his but a reflection of views which 
were being put to him in his contacts with all sections of the 
Party. At the moment there was a widespread feeling that the 
Government was not explaining clearly and forcefully enough to the 
public what they were trying to do and why. People saw the Prime 
Minister and her Treasury colleagues standing firmly for the 
Government's strategy but they did not get the feeling that the 
rest of the Cabinet was united behind them. The impression which 
the public had was that the Cabinet consisted largely of individual / 
Ministers defending their own Departmental positions. What was . 
needed was a strategy for presenting Government policy; and this, 
in his view, would require each Cabinet Minister to play his part 
within the overall framework. He hoped that the Chancellor of the 
Duchy would be able to develop such a strategy, in consultation 
with other Ministers and with him. In this way both the Government 
and the Party would be able to put over to the public as a whole, 
and to the Party's supporters in particula~, a clear and consistent 
exposition of the Government's policies . 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he agreed with 
Lord Thorneycroft's analysis . The broad message which had to be 
conveyed should be a balanced one which did not shirk admitting 
the bad news such as the rising trend of unemployment and the 
prospective fall in living standards but which also pointed out the 
encouraging aspects of present policy such as the fall in the rate 
of inflation which offered hope for the future. 

The Chancellor of the Duchy said that he felt strongly that 
the current presentation of Government policy was inadequate. The 
country was in a fog about the aims of Government policies and 
about how the Government intended to achieve them. The public 
did not understand what the Government was trying to do. He agreed 
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with the Chancellor of the Exchequer that we should present the 
picture as it was - a mixture of problems and good news. At the 
moment we were not fitting all the pieces into a single, broad 
framework. He shared Lord Thorneycroft's view that we needed to 
develop a strategy for the presentation of Government policy, 
and because this task straddled so many Departmental boundaries, 
he thought that he would have to take the lead on it, drawing upon 
the help of his colleagues as necessary. If such a strategy was to 
be produced, Ministers would have to spend less time than they did 
now on today's and tomorrow's problems and would have to think 
much more about the broader, longer term issues. An approach of 
this kind would not, however, produce results quickly, and he would 
himself need time to think the problems through and to set action 
in hand. On a point of detail, he had reservations about the value 
of the weekend speaking notes for Ministers which his office circulated, 
and he believed that more might be achieved if he personally tried to 
direct in a more positive way the line to b.e taken by Ministers in 
public on the central issues of the day. 

The Chief Secretary said that one of the Government's 
present handicaps was that the economic Ministers seemed to the public 
to be somewhat isolated from their colleagues . This was largely because 
the economic situation was so sensitive and complex that non-economic 
Ministers were chary about speaking about it. This attitude was 
understandable but it needed to be overcome. Ministers from all 
Departments should be encouraged to speak in public on economic subjects. 

The Financial Secretary said that he agreed with Lord 
Thorneycroft and Mr Pym about the public's lack of understanding of 
what the Government was trying to do. The country needed, above all, 
to feel that the Government was competent; and being competent meant 
first, being seen to be united and second, being seen clearly to be 6n 
top of the job, whatever the obsta~les in the way of achieving the 
Government's aims. But it was not enough for the Government to appear 
competent: the language in which Ministers presented Government policy 
was also crucial, for it was all too easy to use terms in speeches which 
left people in the kind of fog the Chancellor of the Duchy had mentioned. 

In discussion there was agreement that we were not doing 
enough to get the terms of public debate on Government policy right. 
Many of the present yard-sticks of success were unfavourable to the 
Government, and they often reflected an approach to problems which had 
been overtaken by the march of events. This might well be true of, 
for example, the yard-sticks against which unemployment was discussed. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that they 
were agreed that the Government's and Party's presentation of Government 
policy was not altogether satisfactory at present, and a new strategy 
for the presentation of policy should be worked out as urgently as 
possible. The Chancellor of the Duchy should take the lead on this, 
in conjunction with Lord Thorneycroft and consulting his Ministerial 
colleagues as necessary. One element in this new strategy might be a 
requirement for more frequent keynote speeches by herself and other 
senior Ministers in which they could show how all the Government's 
policies fitted together into a coherent whole. Another element might 
be the use to be made of 'major television appearances by Ministers. 
A fully integrated strategy had underlain the Manifesto, and broadly 
the same approach was needed now. 

CONFiDENIIAt 
/1 am 
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I am send ing a copy of this letter to Lord Thorneycroft. I 
am also copying it to John Wiggins, Terry Mathews and Stephen Locke. 
I should be grateful if you and they would handle this letter with 
due discretion and, so far as possible, avoid copyi ng it. 

R.A. Birch, Esq., 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster's Office. 



CONFIDEN TIAL 

CHAN CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

LORD THORNEYCROFT' S PAPER ON "STRATEGY" 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cropper 
YlI' Cardona 

1. It is interesting that in his list of "preferred issues" 

Lord Thorneycroft does not include inflation. Nor does he mention 
it in his paper; except in the occasional throwaway line. 

Nor does he refer'to the fact that incomes policy is one of the main 

planks of the Social Democrats' platform, a policy they share with 

the Liberals, and indeed one of the very few snecific policies, as 

opposed to vague generalisations, that either of those parties 

possesses. 

2. It would be interesting to know whether this omission of 

inflation as a major issue is accidental or deliberate. It is 

possible that Lord Thorneycroft believes that the public at large 
has got fed up with it,: and that in trying to keep it alive as a 

prime issue we would be blowing on dying embers. A hint, or possibly 

more than a hint, of this kind of thinking comes out in the 

Conservative Research Department's paper on Unemployment, appended 

to Lord Thorneycroft' s paper, where "reflation" and , "incomes policy'" 
, are discussed simply in the context of unemployment. 

3. It is possible th~t Lord Thorneycroft is influenced by the 

weight of Press opinion which is saying-that inflation is bottoming 
out at about 10% to 1~~ and that we may soon see i~ turning up 

again. We see the same note creeping in in a recent paper by 
Terry Burns when he said: "there are dangers of some signific3.J.'J.t ~ 

deterioration in the inflation prospect over the next 18 months." 

\ 
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It may be that in these circumstances Lord Thorneycroft's instinct 

is that in the measurable future - at least until 1984 and beyond 
we will be stuck with inflation around 10% and that therefore 

the less said about it the better. Now Lord Thorneycroft is a man 
of considerable political instinct: and if this is his view, we 

need to know it. But 'tTe need more than this. We need to know why 

he thinks this: and what he believes we should do about it • 

. 4. I am myself inclined to go further than this. Irrespective 
of what · answer we may get from Lord Thorneycroft, the conjunction 

of the approach - or lack of approach - in Lord Thorneycroft's 
paper with the views expressed by Terry Burns, and the prospect 

if Terry Burns is right that by end 1982 - three and a half years 

after the Election - we may still have a rate of inflation exceeding 
what it was when we came into office and possibly rising, leads 

me to suggest that we must ask ourselves how such a result could 

occur: w?ether we really do know enough about the generation of 
inflation and the chain of causation: and whether there are 
practical policies - in the sense of policies that can be made 

to stick - which would produce a more effective result. The one 
thing that we can count upon is that the Liberal/SDP coalition 
will produce such policies: and they will have the immeasurable 

electoral advantage that they will not have ~~eded to put them to 
the test. 

LORD COCKFIELD 

. 22 June 1981 
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. STRATEGY 

A Draft Paper By Lord Thorneycroft 

1. . This Parliament must be dissolved not later than May, 1984. This 
probably implies an Election not later than the Autumn of 1983, and a run
up to it starting in the Summer of 1982. We have no more than two years 
before we are in a full Election situation • . 

2. This paper is concerned with the prospects from now until that period 

3. 

4. 

starts. What are likely to be the most important issues which confront us? 
What are the issues upon which we can make the best showing? Where do the 
reain da::gers lie? ",,'hat kind of irnage do we wish to' present and what kind of 
image do we now seem likely to present as we enter the vital months 
preceeding the Election? Which parts of the electorate should we consider 
for particular emphasis and appeal? 

Obviously much turns on chance and much will be influenced by events 
as yet unforeseen. Neverthele.ss it would be a rash Government that failed 
to chart some kind of critical path towards .its e~ection for a second term 
and make some effort to analyse the problems involved. This paper, 
prepared in consultation with the Research Department, is a first attempt 
at such a task. It should be read in conjunction with Mr . Lilley ' s paper 
on the unemployment issue (attached). 

Opinion :Polls provide a most uncertain guide to electoral prospects . 
So also do Local Government Elections. Somethin~ may well emerge ~rom 

' Warrington as to pr~sent attitudes to the Social Democrat Party • 

. . - Suppor~ for the Social Democrats has dropped over recent 
weeks. They would appear to have ' peaked ' in terms of support 
in late March and early April. Despite this, t he Social 
Democrats still retain a significant level of apparent support 
in the electorate and an upsurge of support for them if they 
manage to develop an effective con~un icat ion strategy is to be 
expected. What we do not know at th i s stage is whe ther they 
can translate support shown in opinion polls into votes in th~ 
ballot box. 
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When the electorate is presented with the idea of a 
Democratic/Liberal alliance almost one-third still claim 
would vote for a candidate standing for such an alliance. 
there is a huge gulf between the answer. to a hypothetical 
question and actual votes on election day. 

Social 
they 

Again 

Support for the Liberals, although having fallen slightly 
since , early March, remain's higher than at the equivalent point 
in the 1970-74 Conservative administration. 

Results of the 1979 General Election showed a clear division 
in terms of support between the North and South of England with 
the Conservative Party tending to become a Southern English 
Party. This tendency was reinforced by the results of the 1981 
Local Government Elections. 

\ 
' Scotland for the Conservative Party has become a disaster 

area. Opinion polls lndlcate that our poor level of-- suppoiE--at 
'~~neral Election has since been further eroded. 

Although the Warrington by-election is unlikely to provide 
the victory the Social Democrats want, our performance is 
unlikely to be outstanding. 

The hard fact emerges that as at April, 1981, out of fourteen issues 
ranging from defence and strikes to education and pensions, in only one, 
namely law and order, did more of the electorate ,approve offhe-Government's 
record,,::than"'aIsapprove. 

Clearly much turns on developments in other Parties in the months 
J 

ahead. Much must turn also upon developments 'Nithin the Conservative Party 
itself. Given some change of fortune on the economic stage and some 
continuance of disarray among our political opponents, there is certainly 
room for hope. Yet we must do more than hope if we are to achieve success. 

\ 

Our main danger at the moment lies in a gr~ing disillusionment among 
our supporters about our capacity to govern. Whether they are right or 
wrong in their judgements it is their judgements which will determine their 
critical voting decisions. 

We are at the moment judged to some extent upon the gap which exists 
\ between what was expected of us in 1979 and what we have achieved. The 

'

gap is a wide one and owes much to the sheer scale of the problem that we 
inherited. Nevertheless this gap is not an electoral asset. 

We were elected for a change. It was thought that we could check the 
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spendthrift expenditure, the spiralling .inflation, the high levels of 
unemployment, the drift into indebtedness, the qrowina abuse of power by 

.the Trade Unions, the numbing weight of the bu~eaucracy pressing down upon 
the enterprise of the Nation. 

We have done something, but spending is still very high, borrowing is 
still substantial, unemployment is mounting, Unions remain very willing to 
abuse their powers, which have only been gently curbed, and enterprise feels 
crushed beneath a mass .of rules, regulations and the burden of Capital- and 
Current Taxation. 

8. Whatever else can be said about this scenario, and much of it is due 
to events like the upsurge of oil prices quite beyond our control, ~-f 
certaInly- aoes n~epresent of itself a winning situation. It is possible 
that the recession really will bottom out. It does however seem at the 
moment to be unlikely that the Conservatives will win the next Election on 
the simple policies of business as usual, dealing with tne odd crisis as it 
arises and waiting for something to turn up. 

9. -·What then are the courses which now lie open to us? In broad terms 
there are in theory at least two options. 

, 
A) t\ To attempt a change of economic policy. This would 

I indeedne possible ~~d is an option urgea-rn some Conservative 

\\ quarters. It would be possible to arrange a substantial 
increase in capital expenditure, to lower interest rates, 
to organise, preferably in a European context, a much tougher 
import policy. This package would of course have an 
inflationary effect; we can be less certain about the 
number of jobs created, at least in time for the Election; 
and it would manifestly be a 'U-turn', which is politically 
unhelpful. I_would myself be opposed to such a switch but 
I do consider that a cold hard look should betaken - at it 
and if it is rejected it should be rejected by a Cabinet 
that would be quite clear that every member had so decided. 
Whatever else we do we cannot drift into tne next ~lection 
with one-third of the Cabinet believing, or being 
represented as believing, that they had another way of 
doing things. T~e S.D.P. have an asset in thejr unity and 
relaxed relationship between their leaders, at least in 
public. (Of course, unity is easy when you have few 
policies and few responsibilities). 

H) Coptinuinq the main ,!-.!J.~l!l~_of __ thepresent economic 
policy W~~?~~~_~},~!,g t~~ m.ain .areas of criticism and· 
seeking such remedies, and I accept that they are limited, 
wh-icn--can- l)€·made available. I favour this course partly · 
because I do not believe that any of the changed approaches 
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mooted by our critics will in' any event have very much 
effect on unemployment which looks like being our 
principal handicap in 1983. The case 6~ sticking , already 
strong, is strengthened still further ' by the weakening of 
sterling and its effect upon inflation. It may of course 
be said that we are pursuing this course already •. In some 
sense .we are but sound economic measures have little 
poli tical appeal untn- -ii1e re-sulTs begln- tO 'show"and '-these 
may ~Cle1ayeaunfira.Tte-rr98T. ···-n:-Ts not enough in the .. ·· 
me·arttime --to-b-enave-· llk-e-a- good- Lord Mayor . of Birmingham in 
a lean year . 

During the coming months, therefore, we certainly need a sound economic 
policy but we need now something more. We need a definite strategy geared 
more directly to our problems and likely to appeal to our supporters. The 
art of "politics" is largely a matter of selection and of choice. It is for 
the Cabinet to select the issues.upon which they wish to concentrate 
attention. Some select themselves from the amount of public interest in 
them, others are selected by our opponents such as Europe, others are forced 
upon us such as Local Government Finance. We should, however, in what we 
say and do make conscious choices directing our public relations towards 
sections of voters with whom we are particularly concerned. It would be 
helpful if the Prime Minister nomin~ted a few people to work with the 
Conservati~~._Rese c:.rch Department in · identifying these ~ssues and target areas. - ---- -~--

lOa. Politics consists in part of demolishing other people's ideas and in 

1I. 

part of popularising one's own. We need to take'the segments of the 
disintegrated Labour Party .and identify how we differ from the lot. 

Essentially the Labour Groups from Jenkins to Benn will be going for 
equality and appealing to a sense of fairness. 

Essentially we will be appealing to liberty and the hope of jobs and 
of prosperity. Inequali ty i~epflce-" we -·paY- for · ire'eoom and -'tor'-progress, 
and InCIdently for the chance effectively to help the weak. We will identify 
the Labour groups as battling among themselves to carry the banner of 
Socialism but importantly as represent~ng the essence of the very problems 
fr~m the past which we set out to cure. 

A study group working with the Central Office and Research Department 
needs to identify the preferred issues but for the sake of example 1 take a 
short list which might b e -Tncluded- foX' our purposes. 
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My choice would be: Enterprise 

Jobs 

Europe L~ ..;\...J. v-\hNl .... 
Defence r 'i 

\~~~--'" / 

Constitution Unions 
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12. Enterprise 

The Conservative Party is regarded as the ?-arty which believes in 
Enterprise. It is handicapped if it is not seen to be actively promoting 
it. It must do so by methods in the main which do not cost money but do 
help to create jobs. 

Large-scale enterpri,se is still for the most part embarked upon the 
process of job shedding. It is as a result becoming more efficient and this 
is all to the good. The large basic industries of the Industrial North 
provide, however, little help in· solving the problems of unemployment. Job 
creation will continue to be centred in the main on the medium and small 
manufacturing enterprises and services . This has been the American 
experience, and we should study it. We have at this moment a network of 
regulations built up in consultation with the ~~ions which are a powerful 
ancr-a:cn:veaeterrent to new employment. A contract of employment is today 
almost a contract of marrl.age. In an uncertain world employers, particularly 
smaller employers, dare not take the risk of creating an extra job today 
which can well result in a case before an Industrial Tribunal or a large 
redundancy payment tomorrow. Mostly they cannot even afford to fight the 
cases and even if they do, and win them, the legal costs are heavy. 
Meanwhile a network of wages Councils is pricing potential workers out of 
small enterprises. We are creating a situation of slow and reluctant 
recruitment in recognised enterprise, mitigated to some extent by an active 
moonlighting situation outside. <-

~ If we want to encourage job creation in these enterprises we need to 
.'\P-ift these restraints from industries up to those employing much more 
~ubstantial numbers and take a new look at our wage negotiating maChinery. 

13. Jobs 

We may face an Election with between two and three million unemployed. 
At best the figure is likely to be high by most former standards. If this 
is so we need in our propaganda to prepare for it. 

A close examination of the pattern of unemployment is needed. Are we· 
doing enough to publicise how the problem breaks down? Do we stress the 
pr.pportion of the total population employed? If certain parts of it throw 
up sperial problems, i.e. the young, the absence of skill, the issue of 
mobility, are we either; a) doing. something special about it or: almost 
equally impo,tant b) seeming to be manifestly trying to do something about 
it? 

Should we concentrate on training for new skills or funding labour 
in'tensive jobs for unskilled, or both. We could go for longer periods in 
ed~~ation, for greater effort in apprenticeship, for more trai~ing in 
special skills, for additional opportunities for military or other service. 
I recognise of course that much is being done but new approaches are still 
certainly available. Some of them require new attitudes by the Unions. 

. If extra resources become available the first priority should be to use 
them either directly or indirectly in the generation of new jobs rather than 

I 

in raising in,real terms the living standards of those depending on 
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Social Security. 

Unions 

approach may well have been right but . is coming under considerable 
criticism. It is quite likely that S.D.P. may have new proposals in this 
field whic,h could attract voters from us. 

.t.
· The Green Paper will in any event have been considered. Our cautious 

Firm action in liberalising the area affecting small and medium 
business may be easier than a frontal assault on Union powers in general. 
Decisions need however to be taken against the background of the increasing 
use of the strike weapon to achieve political objectives. 

15. Europe 

Europe will be an issue at the. next Election. It is important that we 
make our,stand clear upon this subject. The argument which is electorally 
the most appealing for Europe is that its market provides the jobs for 
millions in British factories. The more efficient. Vie are the more jobs, 
but without Europe fewer jobs all round. We need and need badly new 
investment. Inward invesL~ent is an important part of this and few foreign 
industrialists in their right mind would recommend investment in the U.K. if 
it were in danger of being cut off from the European Market of which the 
U.K. is a part. 

The main divide in the Election looks like being between the little 
Englanders led by Benn advocating Central planning and restricted imports, 
and the traditional world stage traders going for u' share of the new wealth 
which will by then be hopefully again expanding. 

'Europe is not popular. The polls show 2 to 1 for leaving, though the 
issueamorig- all "our--lliC;re obvious problems "has'-narary "yet-l;een-arcjuecf. We 
need to devote some part of our time to this theme and in the process 
enlarge it into the foreign policy dimensions .... 'hich Peter Carrington does so 
well. 

16. Defence 

Massive propaganda is being mounted against us on the issue of Defence . 
. The World Disarmament Campaign is canvassing a petition whose terms are 
relatively innocuous and certainly ambiguous, whose proposals are unrealistic 
and whose result will certainly be used against us. The C.N.D. is operating 
and recruiting with great vigour. The Conservatives who ~~and alone for 
strong defences and the possession of an updated and credible deterrent are 

. 7 ,. ... 
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attacking one another. A concerted and united defence' propaganda effort 
is under consideration and certainly needs to be initiated. 

1'/. Constitution 

18. 

Whether .we like it or not it would appear that we are likely to spend 
much legislative time on such matters as local government finance. Medium 
or short term measures next session and longer term ones either in 1983, 
or prominent in our Manifesto. It is for consideration whether to put these 

. rather drab and haphazar9 activities into some kind of Constitutional frame. 
While we are concentrating on local government the Social Democrats and 
Liberals, who will be during this period extremely active, will be arguing 
powerful:ly for Proportional Representation. The case against:. th:CsIS- aTmost 

. going by'de1a-u-l t-~ -,---:--

Our approach could be something along these lines: 

A) 

B) 

The House of Commons remains the seat of democratic 
power in this country, checked at times a little by a 
Second Chamber, and reinforced by a powerful and important 
network of Local Authorities throughout the country. We 
wish to sustain and strengthen all these institutio~~. 

We have already strengthened the House of Commons 
by the introduction of Select Committees, which are now 
playing an important role in our processes of Government. 

19. Proportional Representation 

We are opposed to Proportional Representation. Quite a lot of the 
public and quite a slice of the Conservative Party rather like it. --We- need 
:.! _ . - - - _ ... _._ .. ... .. _ ----_ ..... _--- .. . -" . --'. '. - ........ -- -

to decide how to tackle it. We could hedge on it or we could say something 
like: . 

We reject P.R. since its introduction for election to the 
, Commons would bring about a fundamental change - namely that 

. Members who now represent constituencies would increasingly 
represent only Parties, or additional members sper:ifically 
drawn from Party lists arid representing no-one, would deliberately 
be added. Such a change runs in our judgement contrary to the 
thrust of our historical development. P.R. would also remove 

:decision-making much further from the electorate and place it in 
the hands of politicians trading policies for power. 

We need a tactical decision 'since the case is at the moment going by 
default. 
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We intenq to restore and strengthen Local Government accountability by 
a reform of Local Government Finance, placing votes in the hands of all 
those who pay taxes and asking for financial contributions from all those 
who cast votes. 

52. 

21. Finally the Lords. I think that the Cabinet should ponder deeply what 
they saY' about the Lords in the Manifesto. The logic of the constitutional 
themes above would be to round them off by Manifesto reference to a reformed 
and slightly strengthened second chamber. 

:.!2. Whatever view is taken of the above proposals they.:set out a theme 

• 1 

and some identified policies upon which a Government should make decisions. 
Some such paper needs now to ,be produced in order to co.,-ordinate o.ur public 
relations strategy. 

How, .even in recession, we can assist the growth of new enterprise, 
how we can limit the bureaucratic burden which now afflicts it, how the 
obstacles and disincentives to employment could be removed or minimised: 
the nature of the world we live in, Continental or Insular; Defence; the 
strengthening of our Constitution as a preservative of our freedom, are all 
great Conservative themes. Not enough of this emerges at the moment in the 
case which we are putting to the public. 

PT/CAW 
15.6.81 
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y'/ 'II 5"7\ /" UNEMPLOYMENT: A Paper by Mr Peter L1 ey ... .. > I 
/" Conservati ve Research Department \ 

,~./ OUTLOOK FOR THE REST OF THI S PARLIAMENT \: 1 

The principal issue for the rest of the parliament will be 

unemployment. There is general agreement amongst economists of 

all :schools of thought that unemployment will still be at a very 

h~gh level b~ the next election whatever policy action is taken. 

Policy Options' 

Unemployment results whenever total money spending in the economy 

rises less rapidly than average levels of pay of those in jobs. 

Average levels of pay may increase either because rates of pay 

rise or because the pattern of pay changes. ' (For example, when 

Haringey Council employs an extra school caretaker at £14,000 instead 

of two teachers at £7,000 each,average pay rises and employment falls). 

Consequently all measures to reduce the total level of unemployment 

must do one (or mere) of th~ee things:-

(1) increase the total level of money spending, 

(2) reduce or moderate the rise in rates of pay, or 

(3) reallocate spending from the high paid to the low paid . 

... 
Any pol~cy which does not do one of those three things will not 

," 

succeed in reducing unemployment. 

(a) Reflation 

Reflation will only reduce unemployment (below the level it would 

otherwise reach) to the extent that, and for so long as, any 

acceleration in spending is not matched by renewed acceleration in 

average rates of pay. 

The Times, which now advocates reflation, recently simulated on the 

Treasury model a £4 billion reflation (i .e,' £.2 ,billion cut in taxes 

and £2 billion rise in public sector investment spe~ding). The model 
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for what it is worth, indicated unempl oyment would be reduced by 

only 130,000 by the time of the next election. Inflation would of 

course reaccelerate. (On past experience it would eventually rise 

sufficie~tly to wipe out all the temporary rise in employment though 
would not happen 

the Treasury model implies this~ until' after the next general electior 

Most other economic models sugge~t similar results: 

a disappointingly small (temporary) reduction in unemployment 
abandoning 

in return for the political humiliation ofLthe strategy and losing 

the battle against inflation . 

We conclude that simple reflation is not a serious option. 

(b) Reflation Plus Pay Controls 

In principle, if pay can be prevented from accelerating/reflation will 

feed through entirely to employment. In practise we do not believe 

it is real"istic to suggest that the trades unions would oPenly 

• , 
! co-operate with an incomes policy. In all probabili ty some unions 1 "' " t,; , ' I 

actively seek to disrupt it. 

On past experience it would be dangerous even to initiate discussions 

with the Trades Unions for voluntary restraint. This would be 

interpreted as a prelude to pay controls and would probably lead 

to preemptive pay claims. The Chart demonstrates how this occured 

I in 1972. 

Subsequent pay restraint, though overtly adhered to prior to the 

Miners strike, was unable even to undo the damage caused by the 

initial invitation to discuss pay policy. 

(c) Exhortation of Pay Restraint 

Any campaign to persuade people to moderate pay increases must avoid 

sounding like a prelude to a formal incomes policy (for the reasons 

outlined in (b) above). 

.. 

~ 
" 
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is to stand any chance of having any influence it must ' 

simultaneously appeal to people's sense of rational self interest 

and their social conscience . In other words it should emphasise 

the link between~ and jobs (their own and other peoples'). 

Previous attempts to persuade people to ~oderate pay by emphasising 

the link between pay and prices have been ineffective and count~r-

productive. , Most people are intelligent enough to realise that any 

impact restraining their own earnings might have on prices they 

, themselves would pay is negligible by comparison with their lost 

earnings. At the same time harping on price increases aggravates 

inflationary expectations. 

Emphasising the link between pay and jobs also has the benefit of 

emphasising the responsibility of Trades Unions for unemployment. 

(d) Reallocating EXDenditure Towards Lower Paid Employment 
" ,' 

The disappointing response of a simulated £4 billion reflation on 

jobs (mentioned in (a» suggests that it would be more pr?fitable 

to consider ways of redirecting expenditure rather than increasing 
) , 

it. To use the exa~ple mentioned above, if Haringey council employed 

one fewer £14,000 "care take r it could employ two extra £7,000 teachers 

or three extra building labourers at £4,700 each. 

Such 'micro' examples cannot be enforced directly by central 
\ 

government. However, it is possible that different programmes open 

to government have different average pay scales. Where the choice 

exists the low pay programme should be preferred to the high pay 

programme. All spending departments and local authorities should 

be urged to evaluate their ~pending in the light of this criterion. 
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(e) Pricing Groups Back into Jobs 

Certain groups have been particularly hard hit by being prevented 

from pricing themselves into jobs - notably the young and the 

least skilled/casual worker. 

Sustained pressure should be pl~ced on the unions to restore 

differentials reflecting young people's l ·ack of experience. It is 

significant that, although unemployment has risen by a million 
.. 

in Germany. young people have not been disproportionally affected. 
which cover a majority of school leavers, 

German apprenticeship schemes ,serve primarily to enable young people 

to obtain job experience at low pay rates. The imparting pf 
( 

specific skills seems to be a secondary benefit since nearly 90 per ce 

eventually work in a trade other than that learnt in apprenticeship. 

Wages councils should also be prevented from pricing out of jobs 

those they seek to protect. This is a delicate political isstie 

since it would be easy to paint the government as 'encouraging 

sweatshops'. The media should be fed with material to denigrate 

the propaganda issued by the Low Pay Unit. But ministers should 

steer clear of publicising this aspect of policy. 

3. Political Handling of the Unemployment Issue 

vlhatever policies are pursued unemployment is bound to· remain 

high throughout this Parliament. The political impact of high 

unemployment is bound to be adverse. 

/ 

However, the extent of the electoral damage done to the party will 

depend on how far we can.reduce public belief that we are responsible 

for unemployment through deliberate policy, call0usness or incompetenc 
~ 
~ 
~ It is vital therefore that we repeat ad nauseam the following points: 
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the deliberate creation of unemployment plays no part in our 

strategy. On the contrary the defeat of inflation, restoration 

of competitiveness and incentives are necessary. precondition of any 

sustainable return to full employment. 

(ii) we share the concern of everyone .with feelings for the 

unemployed. Our concern expresses itself in the huge sums and 

var.ied programmes devoted to relief, alleviation and prevention 

.of unemployment. It is those who expldit the misfortunes of the 

unemployed as a political weapon without offering any serious 
them 

alternative policies to mitigateLwho merit the epithet 'callous'. 

(iii) a substantial rise in unemployment was inevitable as a 

result of the world recession. Opinion poll data show that a 

substantial proportion of the electorate accepts that this is the case. 

They should be reinforced in that belief by repetition of it. 

(iv) the problems of recession were aggravated in this country 

by the wage explosion fcllowing the collapse of Callaghan's inco~e~ 
., 

policy. The.responsibility of the unions for pricing workers out.of 

jobs generally, and specifically. in the case of young workers and the 

formerly overmanned industries like stee~ needs emphasising. We 

have not yet been very successful in putting these points over -

largely through insufficient repetition. 

(v) the problem did not begin with this Government. People need 

reminding that the first increase of one million came · when Mr. Foot 

.... :as minister for unemployme·nt. It is also useful to recall that a 

secret Labour Party report leaked in 1976 forecast that unemployment 
/ 

would by now be even higher ttan it~ recent level had the last Labour 

governme~t policies been maintained. 

Our success in driving home these five points will largely determine 

whether or not we win the next election. 

Conservative Research Department PBl/ 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

CHANCELLOR 

POLITICAL STRATEGY 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cropper 

I enclose a short commentary on the papers by Lord Thaneycroft 

and Peter Lilley that might serve as an annotated agenda for the meeting 

at 5.30pm on Wednesday 24 June. 

GEORGE CARDONA 

23 June 1981 
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DISCUSSION OF POLITICAL STRATEGY 

Relevant papers are: "Strategy" by Lord Thorneycroft (15 June), 

"Unemployment" · by Peter Lilley, and the comment by the Minister of 

State, Lords (22 June). 

1. Lord Thorneycroft's paper is diffuse. 

However points for decision emerge: 

the 
(a) Paragraph 10 of the paper recommends! PM should nominate a few 

people to work with the Conservative Research Department to 

identify issues upon which to concentrate public attention. 

There is of course already the liaison committee, of which 

the Chief Secretary is a member. 

(b) Paragraph 11 of the paper provisionally identifies six 

issues on which the Party should concentrate: 

Enterprise 

Jobs 

Unions 

Europe 

Defence 

Constitution 

The commentary Lord Tharneycroft gives (paragraph 12) on Enterprise 

turns out to be largely about trade unions and employment 

legislation. His paragraph 13 on Jobs touches on trade unions, 

and - more to the point - Peter Lilley's longer note on 

unemployment deals with the unions insofar as it is about policy 

and not about presentation. Lord Thorneycroft's third economic issue 

is of course explici~y Unions. It is difficult to escape the 

underlying - and absolutely correct - message that the time 

left to the Government . in which to deal with the problem of 

trade union power is dwindling. 

(c) Europe and Defence are issues on which more propaganda is 

called for. It is difficult to disagree with this. 

(d) The Constitution is Lord Thorneycroft's final ~issue. 
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The question posed is: should changes in local government's 

position be part of a wider examination of the constitution 

perhaps followed by reforms. Again one cannot escape the 

feeling that Lord Thorneycroft is asking the PM to Do 

Something. 
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2. Peter Lilley's paper is a lucid analysis of unemployment, with 

some sensible themes for public presentation. Apart from the trade 

union question mentioned above, he recommends that the Government 

should prefer spending programmes with low paid employees to those with 

high paid employees. Other things being equal, this seems a sensible 

criterion. But are there cases where it can actually be used? Should 

the question be remitted to officials? 




